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Portuguese Mid-Century furniture brand Essential Home is returning to to Lure Visitors with 
Its New pieces at Maison et Objet in Paris at Hall 07 Stand F-F33 from Setpember 4th-9th.

At this edition of Maison et Objet Paris 2017, Essential Home will bring you on a visit to a mid 
century and vintage hotel lobby with a jazz and blues music experience. Be ready for a time-
traveling journey to the soulful sounds and feelings of John Lee Hooker and Louis Armstrong 
era..

Our booth will perfectly embody the bohemian retro design look of Essential Home’s newest 
designs. With a color palette of sensuous creams, robust blues, alluring golds and bronzes, 
warm rusts and the greenly color of the year.

Come and enjoy our jam sessions with our Mansfield Bar Chair or the iconic Kelly Bar Chair. 
Feel our mid-century design with a contemporary twist and just relax with Sophia Sofa reclining 
lounge sofa or the futuristic Russel Sofa. Along with a selection of our Essential Home’s iconic 
favorites, new pieces like Marie Chair and Ellen Dining Chair will bring those modern and 
clean lines, perfect for the nostalgic retro lovers, who love a mix between contemporary 
design and mid-century modern style.

Essential Home Jazzs Up with Mid Century Design At Maison Et Objet
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Diamond Small Mirror
Inspired by asymmetrical and dazzling 
shapes of a Diamond rock, this five-sided 
polygon mirror is the ultimate combination 
of geometry and design. This Mirror is a 
sophisticated dynamic piece that stands out 
in any ambiance.

Marie Chair
Marie is a rather an occasional dining chair 
that incorporates all of the mid-century 
elements into a contemporary vision. It 
has no armrests, so it is   perfect for casual 
interiors like bars or restaurants.

Janis Bar Table
Janis is a pub table inspired by mid-
century modern design. Crafted from verde 
guatemala marble and a solid polished brass 
leg, it is supported by a round marble base 
and its green tone adds a timeless look to 
the table.

Ellen Dining Chair
Ellen is a fanciful dining chair full of luxurious 
features. Its distinctive open curved back is 
extremely sculptured and it contrasts with 
the slim legs made of polished brass. It is 
upholstered in velvet and has mixed tones 
both on the back and the round cushioned 
pad.

New Introductions at Maison & Object Paris 2017 
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Sophia Single Sofa
Inspired in the mid-century design but 
with a contemporary twist, Mansfield is an 
accent bar chair with a round shape body. A 
masterpiece for your living room decor. 

Mansfield Bar Chair
Inspired in the mid-century design but 
with a contemporary twist, Mansfield is an 
accent bar chair with a round shape body. A 
masterpiece for your living room decor. 

Russel Sofa 
Like the other pieces from Russel collection, 
this futuristic sofa is designed with edgy 
lines. It has a stylistic open back and sloping 
armrests that merge with the luxurious velvet 
upholstery. 

Kelly Bar Chair 
Kelly is a bar stool inspired in the curved and 
sculpted arches from the bar in the classic 
movie Casablanca. Besides being stylish, it 
is made to endure and be comfortable at the 
same time.
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Essental Home is the epitome of bohemian retro design. It’s midcentury modern lines 
merge important historical references from the 30’s to the late 60’s, with contemporary 
influences. From our designer, to our marketers and sales manager, together we want to 
assume our mission: to give you an endless experience of the 40’s, 50’s and the 60’s with 
a reliable costumer service to boost. Design. Innovation. Inspiration. These words are with 
us in everything we do.

Essential Home - The brand 

Joana Ferreira 
Public Relations Associate:Europe and North America
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